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Abstract
Airport terminals offer the first and last impressions of a country.

They are the gateways to the rest of the world, however, the utilitarian terminals of New Zealand fail to
portray the excitement of travel and fall short of expressing our individuality as a nation. Airport terminals
have historically offered architects the opportunity to push the boundaries of design, and despite the
advances in digital architectural technology, New Zealand’s airports have remained lacklustre – in contrast
to the contemporary terminals of Europe and Asia.

The digital revolution in architecture has remained largely unrealized.

Digital exploration of architectural form has lead to countless speculative designs which have ultimately
been regarded as unnecessarily theatrical, unpractical and most significantly, unbuildable. The reason
being, the freedom of being able to design in a virtual world has led to architects designing for the virtual
world, instead of the world we actually inhabit, subsequently failing to explore the buildings which exist
within it.

This project aims to explore [airport terminal] architecture, digitally.

By exploring the built precedents of airport terminal architecture, using digital means, with the intent of
forming design conclusions and to create an informed framework. To then employ the design conclusions in
the architectural design process for an airport terminal in New Zealand; exploring architectural form within
the framework manifested by the research and the intent of existence in the real world.
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“Just how should an airport terminal function? What is the best method?
What really happens in a terminal? What do people really do? How do they
move around in a terminal and what takes time in a terminal? All these
problems are fascinating and we’re right in the middle of a real analysis of
the problem”

1

- Eero Saarinen (1910-61)

1

John Peter interviews Eero Saarinen. Hugh Pearman, Airports - a Century of

Architecture (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 2004). p.117

2

1

Introduction

3

1.1

Introduction

Airport terminals tend to be exciting places; rarely does an airport terminal

“… too vast to be user-friendly, and all the bright lights,

lay dormant. The steady influx of aircraft and constant stream of travellers

gimmicks and gizmos make it hard for passengers to get

makes for an ever-changing vibe of movement and anticipation. An airport

their bearings. Here, more straightforward architecture

terminal offers arriving travellers their first glimpse of a new land and,

would help”

2

conversely, offers departing passengers their last impressions.
The architectural qualities of an airport terminal play a significant role in the
It is hardly surprising then, that these buildings have historically offered

success or detriment of a terminal. This project aims to propose an

architects the opportunity to push the boundaries of architecture in the

architectural solution for an airport terminal in New Zealand that is aware of

pursuit of new and exciting forms. Architects have embraced digital

its architectural design decisions and their implications. In order to

technologies and the employment of digital means in both the conception

understand the architectural considerations made by architects in the design

and refinement of their designs is commonplace. However, the opportunity

process of an airport terminal, this project proposes the question:

to explore the built environment, the pre-existing examples of airport
terminal architecture, using the same digital means has been overlooked. In

How can the precedents of airport terminal architecture be

the context of architecture, digital technologies are primarily used in the

digitally explored and how can the findings inform the

conception and refinement of new architecture, as opposed to exploration

architectural design process for an airport terminal in New

and understanding of existing architecture.

Zealand?

The need to cater for larger aircraft and the growing frequencies of flights

The purpose of the research: to gain an understanding of the various

has led to airport terminals spanning extensive lengths; resulting in

architectural problems faced by architects in airport terminal design and the

architecture that is sprawling in nature and ultimately having an adverse

subsequent solutions employed to remedy them.

effect on the experience of navigating an airport terminal;
2

Christian Schonwetter, Airport Design (Cologne: Daab GMBH, 2005). p.6

4

Eero Saarinen, posed a series of questions in relation to the considerations

Digital technologies have been utilized by architects in the creation of

an architect is obliged to make in the design process of an airport terminal;

architecture, but seldom are they used in the research of built architecture.

“Just how should an airport terminal function? What is the best method?

There are few documented studies of existing architecture using digital

What really happens in a terminal? What do people really do? How do they

technology and none in the field of airport terminal architecture.

3

move around in a terminal and what takes time in a terminal? Saarinen’s
inquisition shares much with this project, the only distinction being this

This project will develop a collection of digital studies and their visual

research project aims to employ digital means.

outputs of key terminals from New Zealand and the rest of the world. The
findings of this research project will inform the design phase of this project,

The research element of this project will explore digital architecture and its

but in a wider context it could be of use to practicing architects. The digital

associated stigmas, the place of virtual reality in architecture and the

study of the precedent terminals will find patterns and relationships

application of digital technologies in architecture today. The research will

between terminals that are successful and otherwise. Whilst the research

also consider the application of digital technologies in the context of airport

findings do not aim to dictate design decisions, it does however intend to

terminal exploration and design and how a framework can be established.

provide an informed framework for design, which will be utilized in this
project’s design phase, but could prove to be applicable outside of this

This project will see the selection of a cross-section of local and international

project, of use to practicing architects involved in the design or

terminals to act as the precedents of airport terminal architecture. These

redevelopment of airport terminals.

precedents will be explored using digital technologies; their design decisions
and solutions to problems will be analysed and compared with the aim of
finding relationships and similarities amongst the precedent terminals. The
findings of the precedent study will be used to create a framework for
airport terminal design. These conclusions will be employed in the design
phase of this project which will form the basis of the architectural design
process for a terminal in New Zealand.
3

Pearman, Airports - a Century of Architecture. p.117
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1.2

Definitions of Digital Exploration, the Airport
The Airport Terminal

Terminal & Digital Architecture
The definition of the term ‘airport terminal’ as employed in this project does
The ‘digital’ prefix can unnecessarily complicate an intended meaning, or the

not differ from its normal application. However, it is a key component of this

portrayal of an idea or concept. Before the research objectives for this

project and a clear definition is warranted. An ‘airport terminal’, or

project can be explained, this section seeks to clarify the key terms as used

‘terminal’, in the context of this project refers to a building on an airport site

in this project, within the context of its intended meaning in this document.

where passengers can board or disembark an aircraft; the term is not
specific to a particular size or architectural style of building.

Digital Exploration

Digital Architecture

The term ‘digital exploration’ as used in this project refers to the use of

The term ‘digital architecture’ as used in this project refers to any use of

digital technologies (primarily the computer and architecture specific

digital or electronic technology (primarily computer software) in the

software) as an exploratory device. The ‘exploration’ aspect can be

creation, or articulation, of architectural planning or conceptual form. Where

simplified into two key areas of the project. The first being the exploration of

a piece of architecture has been conceived, or significantly altered through

existing or built architecture using digital technology to analyse and

the use of a digital medium, it also falls under the banner of ‘digital

understand precedent buildings using digital means, thus exploring

architecture’ in the context of this project. Naturally, the use of a computer

architecture digitally. The second take on the term being the use of digital

for modelling, simulation or the virtual exploration of architecture falls

technology in the generation, or the exploration of architectural form.

under digital architecture.

6

1.3

Research Objectives & Project Outcomes

Project Outcomes

Five key objectives direct this research phase of the project; towards the

The following project outcomes refer primarily to the architectural design

architectural design proposal for an airport terminal in New Zealand. The

phase of the project and the final document set presented:

research objectives are:
•
Objective One:

To analyse the literature and understand the

A collection of analyses composed on selected local and
international terminals using digital technology and documented

position of digital architecture and its application

with digitally produced diagrams and supporting discussion.

in the context of airport terminal architecture.

Objective Two:

To understand how digital means can be used to

•

A framework; a set of conclusions based on the research findings,
which will be employed in the architectural design process of an

explore and understand built examples of

airport terminal.

architecture.

Objective Three: To then explore the built precedents of airport
terminal architecture using digital means.

Objective Four: To create a framework in the form of design
conclusions on which the architectural design of

•

To produce an architectural proposal for an airport terminal in
New Zealand, based on the research phase of this project and
articulated in the form of:
-

A master site plan of the proposal

-

Master floor plans and developed key internal spaces

-

Conceptual architectural designs for key elements of the

an airport terminal can be based

terminal proposal
-

Objective Five:

To employ the framework created by the research
in objective four in the architectural design
process for an airport terminal in New Zealand.

Conceptual architectural designs for the exterior elevations of
the terminal proposal

-

Detailed physical models of the key internal experiences and
design features.
7

1.4

Project Scope and Limitations

Airport terminals are expensive investments. This project appreciates that

This project is focused on airport terminal architecture, not the associated

New Zealand’s seemingly utilitarian approach to airport terminal

complications of fiscal feasibility, the state of the global economy and the

architecture is primarily due to the limited resources of New Zealand and its

effects of peak oil – all of which are significant factors in the aviation

cities. The use of airport terminals from developing nations in Asia and

industry at this point of time. This project will deal with airport terminal

established European cities as a comparative tool against New Zealand’s

architecture as any other type of architecture, basing research and design

terminals is without doubt unfair, however, this project looks at airport

decisions on architectural merit by way of standard architectural

terminals as almost standalone pieces of architecture. Omitting the

conventions.

complications which the consideration of economies of scale brings, these
terminals can be compared and critiqued on their architectural qualities.

The point must be made that the intent of this research project is to explore
the architectural design decisions behind airport terminal architecture. The

It must be made clear that this project does not seek to create digitally

intention of the architectural design phase of this project is to understand

produced, exciting architecture because there is, seemingly, a lack of it in

these decisions and apply the knowledge in the design process for a terminal

New Zealand. The digital element of this project can be can be broken down

in New Zealand. The project is geared toward creating a sound solution for a

to the exploration of existing architecture using digital technology and the

terminal in New Zealand with justified and appropriate rationale. The final

generation of architectural form using digital means. This project looks into

architectural proposal is not intended to be an example of ‘what could have

the digital medium as a research and design tool, not as a generator or

been’ but an example of what is possible by employing a different approach

justification for experimental or extravagant architecture.

in the pursuit of architecture.

8

2

Current State of Knowledge

9

2.1

Architecture vs. Digital

2.1.1

Digital Stigma

The acceptance of the computer and its [digital] possibilities is now

Today, the term digital acts as a prefix to many trades, occupations and

widespread within the architectural world. Architects and Computer-Aided

products. With this digital prefix comes a justified perception of accuracy,

Design (CAD) technologies happily coexist in today’s design studio. However,

however, in the case of architecture it also brings a misleading and unjust

the digital uprising as predicted by the protagonists of the computer-age has

perception of computer derived design. Whilst the majority of architects

endured stigmas, harsh realities and debateable levels of success in the

have accepted the computer’s digital abilities and embraced its numerous

architectural vocation.

advantages, there remain stigmas towards the technology. The computer
was a significant development in the architectural design process and the
dramatic way in which it was introduced revolutionised the architectural
toolset in the process – some of the misunderstandings have sound
rationale. Susan Piedmont-Palladino on the effect of the computer on the
architects’ studio:

“Before the days of the computer, a walk through the
workspace

of

an

architect

revealed

a

wonderful

wonderland of instruments and gadgets – compasses,
volutors,

elliptical

trammels,

ellipsographs,

perspectographs, [and] pantographs – tools to design,
develop, and document a building to be”

4

4

Susan Piedmont-Palladino, Tools of the Imagination: Drawing Tools and

Technologies from the Eighteenth Century to the Present, 1 ed. (New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 2007).

10

Digital technologies are responsible for significantly changing the way in
5

which mainstream architecture is now produced.

In reference to the offices of Frank Gehry, Michael Sorkin wrote “…because
the computer is not used as a generative device but as an instrument of
translation: thanks to the computer we can, within the limits of materials
6

and gravity, now build any shape” – Frank Gehry’s works are examples,
works isolated to sketching paper and intricate physical models. However,
their comprehensible, and built realities would not have been possible
without a collective of computer assisted design programs. Digital
architecture, much like any other body or derivative of architecture, does
not conceive or manifest itself – the architect is still the only force behind
the concept and the freedom he enables a digital resource to manipulate a
given object is solely in his hands.

5

The term mainstream used here is in reference to today’s typical architectural

practice and their extensive use of CAD technologies for design documentation.
6

Michael Sorkin, Gehry Talks - Architecture + Process, ed. Mildred Friedman (New

York: Universe Publishing, 2002). p.30
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2.1.2

Realities of Digital [Virtual] Architecture

Architectural exploration under the guise of digital, or virtual, architecture

Betsky alludes to the fact that the much touted digital revolution has

has enabled architects to have the freedom of being able to design without

somewhat failed to materialize in the typical architectural practice as works

the constraints of practical design. The perceived intent is that buildings first

are produced yet remain unrealised . The opportunity of [digital] exploratory

exist in a virtual-world before they are constructed in the real-world.

design in architecture is not lost on the users of CAD technologies, this is not

However, these virtual-worlds have been known to become a safe-haven for

where the digital revolution fails; it fails in the transition from the computer

many works of contemporary architecture, leading to the question of their

model into the life-size built reality. Giuliano Zampi shares Betsky’s view:

8

position, or even relevance, in architecture today. A stigma often attached to
this medium of architecture is the notion that this technology has allowed

“… the world of virtual-reality offers architects further

architects to be overly creative – to the extent that the result is no longer

opportunities both for speculative ‘design in cyberspace’

architecture but an exercise in sculpture. Aaron Betsky posed the question:

and for the interactive simulation of unbuilt space”

9

“If we look at the field of architecture today, should we

The opinions of Morgan and Zampi share much ground with that of Betsky.

conclude that the digital revolution in architecture has

Has the opportunity, free of consequence, led to significantly more digital

remained unrealized – a mirage, the stuff of science

architecture being designed as opposed to being built? The claim of virtual-

fiction?”

7

reality in the architectural context (perhaps outside of architecture also) can
be perceived as a paradox – for something to be considered a reality surely it
10

must exist .
8

“Unrealised” meaning unbuilt.

9

Conway Morgan and Giulian Zampi, Virtual Architecture (London: McGraw-Hill,

1995).
7

Aaron Betsky, "A Virtual Reality: Aaron Betsky on the Legacy of Digital

Architecture," ARTFORUM XLVI, no. 1, September (2007). p.443

10

The term exist used here refers to existence outside of the computer; existence in

the built environment.

12

12

The ability to design virtually has led to a vast amount of architectural design

The ability to conceive architecture in a virtual world was not pioneered by

studies and speculative projects, for some of which the association with

any form of digitally-derived technology. Architects of all periods have

architecture is unclear or no longer the objective. The ease of accessibility to

envisioned and documented buildings that pushed architectural design

these digital technologies has not only enabled architects to design

boundaries. Neil Bingham wrote:

speculatively, but distribute and exhibit their work with similar levels of
ease. With the acceptance of the internet and its many possibilities as

“Architectural fantasy, as a field of study with its own

everyday technologies and as reputable media, these digital works are being

historical identity, emerged in the early 1960s […] since

exhibited and made more accessible than traditional works of architecture in

then, not only has the subject become of broader interest,

the past. Perhaps this is one of the reasons Betsky believes digital

but written and visual histories of architectural fantasy

11

– the architecture is

have stimulated an ever-growing number of contemporary

envisioned and kept within the virtual world, instead of the world we

architects to design ‘beyond architecture’, in a manner

actually inhabit.

departing from tradition.”

architecture is seen as an “unrealized revolution”

13

Bingham used the example of Étienne-Louis Boullée’s Cenotaph for Sir Isaac
Newton (1784) to illustrate how architects from even the neoclassical era
were able to explore architecture speculatively, in much the same vein that
contemporary architects do today with digital technologies. Bingham uses
the prefixes ‘fantastic’ and ‘visionary’ with architecture to describe
architectural design explorations that are, in essence, the same as modern
digital explorations.
12
13
11

Betsky, "A Virtual Reality: Aaron Betsky on the Legacy of Digital Architecture."

p.442

The term virtual used here refers to the theoretical (world).
Neil Bingham, "On the Brink of a Tumultuous Abyss: Images of Fantasy and

Visionary Architecture," in Fantasy Architecture 1500-2036 (London: Hayward Gallery
Publishing, 2004). p.12

13

“…It is generally accepted that fantastic and visionary

An area where architects have embraced digital possibilities is the process of

architecture are at their best when presented as an

detailed design and documentation. Virtual realities created from existing

illustration in any medium that allows the imagination to

real world conditions mean that the virtual reality within the computer is

roam. Usually these images are on paper […] or more

destined to become a physical entity – an actual reality which exists as built

popular today, digitally imagined through the use of a

form. This is a distinct difference to the virtual explorations which have no

computer”

14

16

intention of being restricted by real world conditions. The ability to replicate
site conditions and real-world constraints within a digital world has changed

Bingham’s portrayal of exploratory works by architects from past eras could

the design process for today’s architect – for now the speculative can be

perhaps mean that there have been just as many unbuilt examples of

tested in a simulation of the real-world which we inhabit.

conceptual or speculative architecture from periods past as the digital age of
today. Conceivably the only difference being the willingness to, or the ability
of, architects today to have their works known is more pronounced. This
would provide a direct correlation to the perception that the digital
revolution

15

as described by Betsky appears to have remained largely

unrealised, unbuilt.

14

Ibid. p.12

15

Betsky, "A Virtual Reality: Aaron Betsky on the Legacy of Digital Architecture."

p.443

16

The term built form used here refers to built architecture; a building.

14

2.1.3

Fractured Success

A ‘digital revolution in architecture’ as imagined by Betsky is perhaps in
question, but a steadily progressing evolution is hard to dispute. Frank Gehry

Digital technologies, on the face of it, don’t appear to have a place in the

describes the setup that enabled him and his vast team to simultaneously

traditional architectural toolset - at least not in the same regard as perhaps

work on the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao:

the pencil or a compass. The instant accuracy and ease of architectural
17

appears to have taken a toll on the human-element of

“The new computer and management system allows us to

architecture and the romance of architectural renderings and working

unite all the players – the contractor, the engineer, the

drawings. However there have been

architect – with one modelling system. It’s the master

calculation

builder principle.”

18

Carefully articulated watercolours have given way to digitally rendered
perspectives, where light and shadow intensities are calculated at the click of

Simultaneous production of such large scale projects have been refined to a

a mouse. It can be argued that, unlike architects of the past, today’s

degree that enable architects and their consultants from anywhere in the

architect is no longer required to possess a strong mathematical ability. The

world to work together and produce a cohesive set of documentation to the

loss of some of the romance in architectural heritage? Perhaps loss is an

highest levels of accuracy. Intriguingly, Gehry continues:

unjust term, after all digital technologies have revolutionised and enhanced
everything they have seemingly made redundant. The process and

“I think it makes the architect more the parent and the

methodology of the architectural design process has been affected most; in

contractor the child – the reverse of the twentieth-century

the vein of the invention of the printing press in 1439 – the loss of hand-

system. It’s interesting because you wouldn’t think that it

scripted texts may have been mourned, but the possibilities of mass

would happen with something as technical as the

produced and abundant texts meant that more people were exposed to, and

computer but, in fact, it has.”

19

had access to, the texts than ever before.
17

The term architectural calculation used here refers to mathematical or technical

calculations an architect makes. Not to be mistaken for the spatial, formal and other
complex architectural conventions an architect calculates during the design process.

18

Frank O. Gehry, "Commentaries by Frank Gehry," in Gehry Talks - Architecture +

Process, ed. Mildred Friedman (New York: Universe Publishing, 2002). p.50
19

Ibid. p.50

15

The surprise of the human-element (which?) the computer enabled is not
lost on Gehry. Despite the advances in the technology, practicing architects
still execute their design process in what is essentially the same way they
always have, the only difference being they now have digital mechanisms at
their disposal.

If a rational framework (in which architectural exploration can occur) were
to exist, the virtual-world could prove to be immensely useful to architects.
The boundaries that determine what is buildable are being constantly
disregarded by architects through their exploration in the digital realm,
however, the same technology can be used to rationalize these designs and
ultimately make them buildable by way of limitations and conditions. Virtualworlds offer architects the freedom to design conceptually, but without
consequence. However, these virtual worlds should be grounded on actual
projects with the associated site conditions and constraints – introducing
regulations and restricting unnecessary design manoeuvres.

16

2.2

Airport Terminals: the [Digital] Possibilities

2.2.1

Modern Complications & Digital Solutions

Airport terminals have traditionally offered architects the opportunity to
push the boundaries of conventional design. However, the specific
requirements of today’s contemporary terminals; arrivals and departures
passenger separation, security screening and immigration to name a few,
have begun to severely impede the architectural freedom of architects.
Christopher Blow highlights this shift in ideology in the design process of
airport terminals:

“Space, speed, simplicity and service was the maxim for
Heathrow Terminal 4. This must be the objective of every
new and remodelled terminal…”

21

Architects face numerous hurdles in the design process of a modern day
airport terminal; passenger flows must be designed for, journey times
shortened and numerous other considerations must all be catered for within
22

the one building. The problem is further compounded by the interrelated
nature of these factors. Fortunately, the growing number of hurdles faced by
architects has been countered by developments in digital technologies;
Computer Aided Design (CAD) programs have enabled entire architectural
Above: Eero Saarinen’s TWA Terminal at John F. Kennedy Airport in
New York, Completed in 1962.

20

21

Christopher J. Blow, Airport Terminals (Jordan Hill, Oxford: Butterworth-

Heinemann Ltd, 1991). p.7
20

Photograph taken by David F. Gallagher, March 2001.

22

Schonwetter, Airport Design. p.6

17

practices to simultaneously work together on one project, the biggest

Schonwetter makes a point of the importance placed upon the arrangement

advantage being the ability to visualize a design in 3D and check for

of spaces within an airport terminal, but critically he believes that this does

problems in a virtual world.

23

not always lead to the detriment of the end result. The concepts of
movement, dynamics and lightness used by Schonwetter as examples can

The strict and complex demands of airport terminals and the effects on the

remain cohesive and amount to a terminal that is expressive and has

architectural design process are discussed by Christian Schonwetter:

attitude.

25

Thus, the application of practical restrictions and technical

requirements does not necessarily hamper the architectural quality of an
“Architects are always trying out new ways of organizing

airport terminal. The use of digital design tools in the early planning phases

and presenting buildings […] At best they manage to free

of an airport terminal, particularly in the areas of spatial or passenger flow

up more space and turn concepts like “movement”,

and connectivity can enable the architect to design within an informed

“dynamics” and “lightness” into one overall design,

framework without compromising the design concept.

creating buildings that are both expressive and have
attitude.”

23

24

Chuck Eastman et al., Bim Handbook: A Guide to Building Information Modeling for

Owners, Managers, Designers, Engineers and Contractors (Hoboken, New Jersey:
John Wiley and Sons, 2008). p.18
24

Schonwetter, Airport Design. p.6

25

Ibid. p.6
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2.2.2

International Models

“…the airport is the portal to this exciting adventure or

The Incheon terminal provides a haven for weary travellers with therapeutic

welcoming gateway to a reassuring terra-firma. It is a

spas, a casino and indoor gardens . The spa and gambling amenities are not

place of transition but also the punctuation at the

imperative to the architectural success of the Incheon terminal; however,

beginning or the end of a journey”

26

30

the notion of creating a welcoming haven for drained travellers is a desirable
attribute.

Will Jones’ observation of the importance airport terminals hold in a
traveller’s journey is an opportunity grasped by the contemporary terminals

Whilst the contemporary terminals of Asian nations are setting the

of Europe, Asia and earlier terminals from North America. For example, the

benchmark for aviation architecture today, it was the airport terminals of

new terminal at Incheon (South Korea) International Airport is designed

North America, in particular Eero Saarinen’s (1910-61) TWA Flight Centre

within the Korean cultural context to promote a feeling of warmth in order

Terminal which embraced the opportunity to push airport terminal

to welcome visitors.

27

“It is configured in a welcoming arc, as are its

31

architecture towards a more exciting position:

sweeping rooflines, modelled after the gentle roof arc of ancient Korean
temples.”

28

“…the notion of outspread wings as his metaphor, the TWA

The entire building, despite being the largest building in South
29

Korea and built on a man-made island , makes a dramatic statement with

terminal came into being as a somewhat self-indulgent

its architecture in order to embrace travellers and make the experience

exercise in the plastic arts: a wonderful advertisement for

memorable.

the airline…”

26

Will Jones, New Transport Architecture (London: Octopus Publishing Group Ltd,

30

32

Amanda Kendle, "Survey Says: All the Best Airports Are in Asia," Jaunted,

2006). p.18

http://www.jaunted.com/city/Incheon.

27

31

Nancy Levinson, "Transportation Centre, Incheon International Airport,"

Architectural Record August, no. 08/03 (2003). p.120
28
29

The term benchmark used here is based upon the comparatively high number of

Asian terminals to North American terminals in the most recent Skytrax world Airport

Ibid. p.121

Awards (2009).

Ibid.

32

Pearman, Airports - a Century of Architecture. p.117
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Unfortunately, Hugh Pearman’s account of Saarinen’s terminal fails to

Saarinen’s architecture seemingly spoke a language of form and aesthetic

acknowledge the wonderful advertisement the terminal acts as for both New

expression, yet these questions posed by Saarinen spoke of function and

York and for the United States. The TWA terminal was an exercise of

efficiency. Intriguing then, even one of the most extravagant and famed

expression for Saarinen; the architecture of the building was revolutionary

works of airport terminal architecture had such humble intentions, proving a

for its time and to this day remains an architectural treasure.

visually stimulating terminal does not necessarily have to come at the
expense of functionality.

An intriguing development late in Saarinen’s life was the shift towards an
interest in the functionality of airport terminals and the movement of people

Whilst the scale of the Incheon terminal and its vast amenities is not

within, Saarinen poses a series of rhetorical questions in an interview with

comparable or appropriate to the terminals of New Zealand, its ideology of

33

John Peter in 1956:

creating a welcoming haven for tired passengers is worth aspiring to. In the
same vein and on a comparative scale, Saarinen’s TWA terminal makes a

“Just how should an airport terminal function? What is the

bold statement through its architecture in addition to designing for

best method? What really happens in a terminal? What do

passenger movement and functionality – another ideology that is left

people really do? How do they move around in a terminal

wanting in the terminals of New Zealand.

and what takes time in a terminal?

33

Ibid. p.117

34

Ibid.

34
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2.2.3

New Zealand: Missed Opportunities

It could be argued that Brodherson’s description of the late 1920s era in
aviation architecture can be used to describe the current terminals of New

In the context of airport terminals, David Brodherson labelled the period
35

Zealand. Perhaps a little undue, however,, the utilitarian approach employed

between 1926 and 1929 the Era of Experimenta
Experimental Airport Design .

and endured by New Zealand’s terminals is very much apparent. New

Brodherson describes this period:

Zealand’s terminals stem from humbl
umble beginnings, built with purely
37

utilitarian aspirations. It comes of little surprise then, that Frank Ponder’s
1967 design for Auckland International Airport was deemed to be too far
“The late 1920s constituted an extraordinary era of

38

ahead of its time and unnecessarily lavish for Auckland.

experimental design that affected the core components of
the air travel system […] in the interior, seating provided
for waiting passengers and guests was similar to that of an
austere, inexpensively furnished
ished club room […] hangers
adapted the civil engineering of train sheds employing
three-pin-truss or column-and-truss
truss systems with some
architectural ornament referring to flight.”

36

Above: Frank Ponder’s 1967 design for an integrated domestic and international
terminal at Auckland International Airport was ahead of its time.
37
35

David Brodherson, Building for Air Travel: Architecture and Design for Commercial

Aviation, ed. John Zukowsky: Koos Bosma (Michigan: Prestel, 1996). p.68
36

Ibid. p.68

39

Martyn Thompson and Alice Clements, Where New Zealand Touches the World

(Auckland: Pearson Education New Zealand Ltd, 2003). p.131
38

Ibid. p.133

39

Ibid.
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The principle of ‘only building what is absolutely necessary’ employed in
New Zealand’s airport terminals has led to architecture that is mis-matched
and cluttered. As the demands of the ever-changing aviation industry
changed and grew, the existing terminals were altered to suit, seemingly
without consideration to the prospect of further growth and the need for
expansion. The solution to this problem is not to build larger, but to consider
the implications of possible development, to keep an open mind and to
design accordingly. Auckland International Airport has seen many significant
overhauls over the last two decades; however, the terminal building has
spread wider and longer, resulting in a sprawling terminal which is
perplexing and inefficient. The sprawling and mismatched architectural
qualities of Auckland Airport are not confined to Auckland, but are a
common theme across the terminals of New Zealand’s major centres.

The key issue with New Zealand terminals is not one of scale or proportion, it
is one of ideology. South Korea’s Incheon terminal aims to welcome and
embrace tired passengers, whilst New York’s TWA terminal aimed to capture
the notion of flight and excitement, with an emphasis placed on the
travellers within the terminal. In contrast, New Zealand’s terminals have no
apparent objectives other than to enable passengers to embark and
disembark large aircraft.

22

2.3

A Framework for Digital Exploration of
Architectural Form and Precedents

Architects the world over use digital means to explore conceptual
architectural form, resulting in designs divulged in aspirations of uniqueness
and originality. Only a portion of these architectural explorations include
self-imposed, practical limitations and site dictated restrictions. Of particular
interest is the fact that none of these explorations into digital architecture
take into consideration built examples, the physical precedents of
architecture which we use and inhabit on a daily basis.

Digital mediums are employed by architects in the creation of architecture.
However, digital mediums are seldom used to explore and understand the
existing precedents of architecture.

The digital study of architectural precedents can produce an informed and
justified framework in which the pursuit of digital, conceptual architectural
form can occur. The real-world constraints uncovered by the exploration of
precedents can inform the design framework, which ultimately allows for
informed architectural planning of space and boundaries to design within.

23

2.3.1

Exploring Built Realities; Digitally

Digital technologies are seemingly only used in the conception and

The most recent iteration of spatial syntax is based on two key formal ideas

development of new works of architecture. Rarely are these technologies

which consider both the objectivity of space and our intuitive engagement

used to analyse built works – and rarer again is the availability of

with it. The first idea is based upon the notion that movement is essentially

documented digital comparisons of buildings, especially of a specific genre.

linear and that interaction requires convex spaces. The second is that human

There exists a large hole in the case for digital architecture, due to the lack of

space must consider more than the properties of individual space, it must

exploration of built architecture via digital means.

consider the inter-relations between numerous spaces of the spatial layout

42

43

of a building (or site). Digital software has been programmed to consider
The concept of spatial syntax was initially conceived in the 1970s as a

these ideas in a quantitative method – by analysing floor plans and

measure of spatial segregation, the idea originating in the striking

ultimately producing analysis in the form of visual maps (within floor plans)

40

to give values which enable us gauge the success, or failure, of different

architecture and the discomforting and un-urban nature of 1970s London.

The term spatial syntax refers to spatial configuration; Configuration

spaces within a spatial network.

considers relationships between spaces, which in unison take into account
other relations. Thus, in effect spatial syntax takes into account relations

The ability to quantitatively measure, and perhaps more fruitfully compare,

between all the various spaces within a system or network of spaces;

works of architecture can enable one to find links between architectural

41

A key advantage to the most recent iterations of the

precedents. The exploration of built examples of architecture, and its

concept of space syntax is its ability to be quantitatively measured, possible

findings, from a digital standpoint can create an informed framework in

through computer software specifically designed for the purpose.

which digital exploration of architectural form can occur. As a result, the

architectural plans.

case for digital architecture is strengthened by the use of the same
technology in the study of built precedents.
40

Bill Hillier and Laura Vaughan, "The City as One Thing," in Progress in Planning

(University College London Library, 2007). p.2
41

Ibid. p.2

42

Ibid. p.3

43

Alasdair Turner, Depthmap 4 - a Researcher's Handbook, Revision 1 ed. (London:

Bartlett School of Graduate Studies, UCL Press, 2004). p.2
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2.3.2

An Informed Framework

2.3.3

Designing Digitally, with Built Reality in Mind

The digital exploration, or the digital study of built precedents in

Designing purely with form in mind, instead of designing with buildable form

architecture, lends itself to the formation of a framework, or series of design

in mind, is a significant downfall of many works of digital architecture. Too

rules, which can be employed in the architectural design process.

often digital explorations of architecture are too far attached from reality
that the eventual introduction of structure is rendered useless.

In the field of airport terminals the study of existing terminals, both national
and international, would provide grounding for an architectural design

Architects using digital means to conceive their designs must consider how

process. In the case of an architectural design with an emphasis on digitally

their work can be built. Structural integrity, electrical and air-conditioning

derived architecture, the study of the existing terminals must be in a manner

services, cost of construction – just a few of the factors that should be

that reflects this.

considered from the outset in any architectural design process. Digital
architecture is no exception. A commitment to buildable design at the

A framework is essential for any architectural design process. In the case of a

beginning of the design process does not necessarily have to occur to the

digital exploration it is critical. Betsky, Morgan and Zampi all believe that the

detriment of the end product. This obligation to design within buildable

opportunity of consequence-free design has led to more digital architecture

constraints does not hinder the architectural product but enhance it.

being designed than built, deeming it an unsuccessful movement.

44

One

cannot help but draw the conclusion that this lack of constraint could be
resolved with a framework, within which the same exploration of digital
design could occur, and it could be provided by the digital study of
precedents.

44

Betsky, "A Virtual Reality: Aaron Betsky on the Legacy of Digital Architecture."

p.444
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In the vein of designing within the constraints of constructability, Susannah
Hagan believes the field of architecture is being divided into two groups;
those that are largely interested in process, and those that are largely
interested in the end product, the built environment:

45

“This doesn’t mean those interested primarily in the
product aren’t also interested in process. They are. Very.
But innovation in process is a means to an innovative
product.”

46

Above: Susannah Hagan simplifies the methodology behind the unbuildable (process-

Hagan goes on to say that the two groups, although different, share too

driven) and buildable (product- driven)

47

much common ground to be completely unattached (detached?) from one
another, and that the advancement of the process can enrich the product.
Hagan illustrates the outcomes of process-driven and product-driven
architecture by depicting product-driven design as linked to urban scale and
conventional systems, whereas process-driven architecture is portrayed as
dynamic and conceptual.

Hagan’s views on the topic of designing with built intentions are in line with
both Morgan and Zampi, and to an extent vindicate the reasons Betsky
48

believes the digital revolution in architecture has remained unrealized. To
design without the intent, or consideration, of building is completely daft
and futile. The intent to build, or the knowledge that it can be built, is
fundamental to any architectural design, for without the intent to build the
process becomes one of art or monument, not architecture.

45

Susannah Hagan, Digitalia - Architecture and the Digital, the Environmental and the

Avant-Garde (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2008). p.67
46

Ibid. p.67

47

Ibid. fig. 3.1 / p.67

48

Betsky, "A Virtual Reality: Aaron Betsky on the Legacy of Digital Architecture."

p.443
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3

Methodological Approach

27

3.1

Overview of Methodology

•

To select a cross-section of airport terminals to act as the built
precedents of airport terminal architecture, not limited to examples
that are regarded as successful or possess favourable qualities but

This research and architectural design project follows a logical, linear

also terminals that are regarded as unsuccessful

process. The first aim is to understand the workings and requirements of an
airport terminal by studying built architectural precedents – local and

•

network analysis software. To analyse and compare the results in

international. This will be followed by the analysis of these precedents with

order to find relationships amongst the precedent terminals and

digital technology (see Section 3.4) in order to compare and find patterns

document the findings

and common ground between the successful and unsuccessful examples –
enabling the formation of a framework in which this project can pursue its

To explore the selected precedents using digital means, spatial

•

To create a framework for informed architectural design; the
formulation of design conclusions based upon the results of the

own architectural design process for an airport terminal in New Zealand. The

spatial network analysis

developing design will be refined and resolved using standard architectural
conventions as well as the digital technology used in the study of the
precedents. The project will conclude with the production of an architectural
drawing set and physical models for a terminal in New Zealand.

An outline of the project methodology:

•

To then employ the research and design conclusions in my own
architectural design process for an airport terminal in New Zealand:

o

To design an architectural solution for a site in New Zealand –
with the planning and the arrangement of spaces informed by
the research and digital exploration of built precedents;

o

To explore ‘architectural form’ within the framework established
by the research and with buildable reality in mind;

o

To refine my developing design by testing it against the same
method(s) used on the precedent terminals;

o

To provide a resolved solution for a terminal in NZ in the form of
a master plan, terminal plan and developed internal spaces.
28

3.2

Research Question & Intent

Research Intent

As this project is centred on the study of precedent airport terminals and will

The first aim of this project is to understand the planning requirements of an

be followed by (and inform) the architectural design process and solution for

airport terminal by studying precedent terminals, the second aim is to apply

an airport terminal in New Zealand, the research question reflects both

the findings from the research in the design process for a terminal in New

these aims:

Zealand. By using a cross-section of terminals from around the world, the
project will have a solid grounding for understanding the spatial needs and
operational requirements of an airport terminal. By studying precedents and

How can the precedents of airport terminal architecture be

analysing them, using digital means or otherwise, the project is exposed to a

digitally explored and how can the findings inform the

wide range of scenarios and solutions to design problems encountered by

architectural design process for an airport terminal in New

architects. From an architectural design process perspective, an airport

Zealand?

terminal has numerous technical and operational considerations that require
specialist knowledge. – So, to keep the scope of the project within reason,
the research will allow for consideration and planning of these spaces, but
not aim to specifically design each and every space, rather focusing on the
master plan and internal spaces.

29

3.3

In total ten airports have been selected as precedents for this project. Of the

Precedent Terminal Selection

ten terminals, three are from New Zealand, four are international terminals
The terminals selected for the precedent study and digital exploration
consist of a cross-section of examples from New Zealand and the rest of the
world. The terminals also vary in scale and passenger numbers. It was critical
for a portion of the built precedents to be local or domestic as these
examples are the most relevant to the project goal of designing a terminal

(two examples from each of the best and worst terminals) and the remaining
three are also international terminals, designed by well-known architects
(Eero Saarinen, Santiago Calatrava and Richard Rogers) and are renowned
for their architecture.
The selected precedents:

for a site in New Zealand.
New Zealand Terminals
The remaining portion of the precedents are a combination of the world’s
49

‘best and worst’ terminals as described by Skytrax Research , a London
50

based research advisor to the aviation industry, articles by John Flinn and

Auckland International Airport
Wellington Airport
Christchurch International Airport

51

Ayesha Durgahee. The Skytrax World Airport Awards are held annually and
are regarded as the official judges of the best and worst airport terminals in
the world. The remainder of the precedents are selected because of their
similarities in scale to New Zealand’s major airports and their architectural
qualities.

International Terminals
Incheon International Terminal 1, South Korea (Best Airport 2009)*
nd

Hong Kong International Terminal 1, Hong Kong (2 Best Airport 2009)*
Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Terminal 1, France (Worst)*
nd

Chicago O’Hare International Terminal 1, USA (2 Worst)*
Sondico (Bilbao) Airport, Spain
JFK Airport New York, TWA Terminal, USA
49

Peter Miller, "World's Top 10 Airports," Skytrax Research.

50

John Flinn, "Choosing World's Worst Airport from Crowded, Confusing Field," San

Francisco Chronicle 2005.
51

Madrid Barajas International Terminal 4, Spain

* Combination of Skytrax research and articles by Flinn and Durgahee.

Ayesha Durgahee, "The World's Worst Airports," Business Traveller, no. January 14

(2009).
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3.3.1

Selected Precedents

New Zealand Terminals

Auckland International Airport (1966)

Wellington Airport (1949)

52

As well as being New Zealand’s largest airport,, Auckland International

Wellington Airport is primarily a domestic airport and significantly smaller in

Airport has undergone numerous and comprehensive redevelopments over

comparison to Auckland International. The runway is enclosed by the sea on

the last decade to improve the passenger experience and to cater to a

both ends, which has meant that the airport’s growth has been stunted due
du

growing number of demands. As a result, the terminal suffers from

to the inability of larger aircraft to land. Despite having undergone significant

significant sprawl.

redevelopment in recent years, the
he terminal remains the definition of a
typical, utilitarian, New Zealand terminal.

52

Auckland International
nternational Airport Limited, "Auckland Airport: The Next 20 Years and

Beyond," in Masterplan: 2005 to 2025 (Auckland2006). p.56
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Christchurch International Airport (1956)

53

Another example of a New Zealand utilitarian airport
airport, Christchurch
International was once a modernist terminal designed by Paul Pascoe in
1956. Sadly, the ensuing redevelopments left little of the original design
untouched.

53

Christchurch

Modern,

"Architect

Profiles:

Paul

Pascoe,"

http://www.christchurchmodern.co.nz/2008/08/pascoe-hall/.
hall/.
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International Terminals

Incheon International, T1, South Korea (2001)

Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport, T1, France (1974)
(

54

56

Hong Kong International, T1, Hong Kong (1998)

Chicago O’Hare International, T1, USA (1987
1987)

55

54
55

57

Schonwetter, Airport Design. p.336
Gareth

Robinson,

"The

World's

Best

Airports,"

http://www.asap.co.uk/blog/worlds-best-airports.htm.

ASAP

Travel

Guide,

56

Blow, Airport Terminals. p.17

57

Ibid. p.36
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Sondico (Bilbao) Airport, Spain (2000)

JFK Airport New York, TWA Terminal,, USA (1962)
(1962

58

59

The striking design of Santiago Calatrava’s terminal at Bilbao Airport houses

Eero Saarinen’s iconic Expressionist terminal at JFK Airport in New York has

open public spaces and naturally lit concourses. The building has a relatively

lain dormant for the greater part of the last decade. Despite the construction

simple layout. Calatrava uses light in conjunction with the suggestive

of an (adjoining) new terminal behind Saarinen’s building, the original

architecture of the building to enable passengers to easily navigate their way

terminal remains largely unused. However,
However for this project, Saarinen’s

through the terminal. The building itself is on a comparative scale to

terminal will be analysed in its used state (1962-2001).
(1962
As the oldest, and

Wellington Airport, however, it can only cater to half the number of aircraft

arguably the most iconic precedent in this project, it will be of great interest
int

and has proven to be very difficult to modify and expand
expand.

to see how it compares against the contemporary terminals.

58

59

Schonwetter, Airport Design. p.52

Pearman, Airports - a Century of Architecture.
Architecture p.144

34

Madrid Barajas International, T4, Spain (2006)

60

Madrid’s new Terminal 4 was designed by Antonio Lamela and Richard
Rogers. Terminal 4 dwarfs the airport terminals of New Zealan
Zealand, however,
the internal layout and in particular the arrangement of structural elements
(and their effects on the public spaces) is of interest. The terminal is
predominantly naturally lit during daylight hours by way of glazed openings
in the undulating roof and ceiling.

60

Schonwetter, Airport Design. p.230
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3.4

Focusing on the Departures Experience

Spatial Network Analysis

In order to analyse and compare the selected terminal precedents with the

The biggest hurdles faced by users of an airport terminal are navigation and

aim of finding common patterns and architectural qualities, the method by

orientation. Airport terminals span large distances due to the specific

which they are compared should be fair and consistent. The digital

requirements of accommodating large aircraft and their substantial

orientation of this project lends itself to the use of a digital analysis tool,

wingspans, resulting in long and confusing walkways and corridors attached

ensuring that a fair method of comparison, and more importantly an

to endless departure gates which must be navigated, only one of which is

unbiased set of conclusions are formulated.

the correct one.

Please refer to Section 2.3.1 – ‘Exploring Built Realities; Digitally’ for the

The study of precedent terminals for this project will focus primarily on the

introduction to spatial network analysis and its position in architecture

departure phase of a traveller’s journey. This is due to the departure

(including its context in this research project).

experience being the most confusing and complex for passengers; in
contrast to the arrival experience which is very much a linear process, one

61

62

The concept of spatial syntax can be broken down as a measure of:

direction to head in: immigration, baggage collection and customs. Arrivals
spaces tend to funnel passengers directly to their next obligatory point of
service without confusion or delay.

-

Spatial configuration

-

Spatial segregation

-

The movement of people;

Departures concourses and boarding gates are the spaces people occupy,

-

Their interaction in convex spaces

and at times for extended periods. In contrast to the arrivals experience,

-

Visual fields

departing a terminal demands time and interaction of a passenger – hence

-

The relationship between all of the above

the focus on the departure levels of the precedent terminals.

61

Hillier and Vaughan, "The City as One Thing." p.3

62

Turner, Depthmap 4 - a Researcher's Handbook. p.2
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3.4.1

Depthmap: a Spatial Network Analysis Software

Depthmap is a software program specifically designed to perform analysis of
63

The software requires scaled architectural plans drawn accurately in a CAD

architectural and urban systems . The program is designed to aid the

program, on which it then performs an
n analysis based on the concept of

understanding of social processes within the built environment by visibility

space-syntax (also described in section 2.3.1). The CAD drawings must be to

maps (graphic outputs) which consider and express visual accessibility and

drawn scale as the Depthmap program takes into account dimensions of

connectivity of spaces,, based on the concept of spatial syntax
syntax. In the

openings, the angles of these openings, distances between points and other

architectural profession, the program enables architects to tes
test their plans

dimension dependant analyses. In the case of this research project,

and revisions by simulating the effects of theirr design decisions in a virtual

architectural plans will have to be found for each of the selected precedent

world.

terminals, replicated in a CAD format and then run through the Depthmap
software. One of the key principles behind the concept of spatial syntax is
the notion that space is not a background to activity; it is a fundamental
element of activity.

64

Above: Hillier and Vaughan depict how the concept of space syntax considers people
Above: an example of a visibility graph, or ‘map’,, created by the Depthmap program.

65

in urban space.

See the following subsection for information on how to interpret the graphic

63

Ibid. iv.

64

Hillier and Vaughan, "The City as One Thing." p.3

65

Ibid. fig. 1.1 / p.3
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Interpreting a Depthmap Analysis (visibility map)

Despite the complexity of the Depthmap software and its methods of

- A space or room on a visibility map rendered with gradients of

analysis, its graphic outputs – the visibility maps which are then interpreted

red or orange is a highly successful space;
space a space where the

– are relatively easy to comprehend and compare against one another.

spatial configuration works well;;

Under the concept of space syntax, values of spatial configuration, spatial
segregation, movement of people (in lines),, visual fields, interaction in
convex spaces and the relationship of these elements with each other

66

–

can be quantitatively assessed;

(A
A gradient of colours between these two opposite ends of the
colour scale represent varying levels of success or otherwise,
otherwise

The assessment results in a figure, a single rating. This figure represents the

depending on their location on the colour scale)
scale

success (or failure) of a given point’s spatial configuration, under the concept
of space-syntax.
- Conversely, a space or room rendered with gradients of lilac or
The visibility maps used in this project portray these figures using a colour

blue is a very unsuccessful space,
space a space where the spatial

scale. These visibility maps can be explained in a very simplistic manner:

configuration is poor and lacking.
lacking

66

Turner, Depthmap 4 - a Researcher's Handbook. p.2
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4

Project Development
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4.1

Precedent/Software Experimentation

The AutoCAD outline was then imported into the Depthmap program, where
a spatial-configuration analysis was carried out and a visibility map was

Having selected the precedent terminals, one was selected at random to be

produced in the form of a visual graphic:

put through the Depthmap spatial network analysis software. This was done
in order to familiarize the project with the process of using the software and
to begin the process of deciphering which elements of an airport terminal
required the most focus in terms of the architectural design process.

The terminal chosen for the first experimentation with the software was
Sondico (Bilbao) Airport, Spain. The first step was to obtain a building plan or
building footprint, which was found with relative ease. This image was then
scaled and traced using AutoCAD, resulting in a fairly basic building outline:
Above: the first Depthmap study of the project, depicting Calatrava’s terminal as a
basic yet spatially very successful terminal. However, this is not entirely accurate:

Immediately, one issue became apparent. The analysis was of the entire
building footprint; it did not take into account that travellers were not able
to access all of these spaces. Internal rooms, structure and other elements
and spaces needed to be identified and drawn. This decision means that the
study of precedents will take significantly longer as each precedent terminal
plan must be researched and manually drawn in CAD to scale. However, this
Above: a basic building outline of Calatrava’s Sondico terminal in Bilbao traced in

is absolutely necessary in order to gain a better understanding of a

AutoCAD, to scale.

terminal’s internal spaces and to gain a concise picture of its spatial
configuration and relationships.
40

4.2

Adjustment of Process

The Difference Detail Makes

The initial software/precedent experimentation made apparent that it would

The use of detailed plans in the place of building outlines used previously,

make sense to only analyse the spaces within a terminal that are accessible

enabled the Depthmap software to produce a far more in-depth and

to the public. This is due to the fact that not all regions of an airport are

relevant analysis. Figure (c) depicts Calatrava’s Bilbao terminal as a highly

accessible to the public, thus it would not be of any benefit to analyse these

successful example, with a high value of spatial connectivity and

areas. Internal walls and partitions, ‘back of house’ areas and service areas

configuration - widespread across the entire terminal. However, the more

need to be identified and excluded when running the visibility analysis of a

accurate Figure (d) shows how back-of-house areas, structural elements and

terminal floor plan. Locating detailed floor plans of the precedent terminals

services enhance the analysis and provides a more refined and accurate

will prove to be difficult, primarily due to security reasons. Initial attempts to

measure of the terminals spatial qualities:

locate plans of the departures level of the precedent terminals have been
successful, however, some are more detailed than others.

Above: The detailed plan of Calatrava’s Sondico terminal (b), with excluded areas in

Above: A comparison between the use of a simple floor plan (outline) and a detailed

grey enabled the software to produce a more detailed result in comparison to the

plan; figure (d) depicts the precedent terminal with greater spatial resolution and

bare plan used in the initially experimentation with the software (a).

detail in comparison to figure (c) which provides an inaccurate and misleading
analysis of the same building.
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4.3

Precedent Terminal Plans

Finding architectural plans of the selected precedents proved to be difficult.
Airport terminals are public buildings and security is a sensitive issue Due to
this detailed floor plans are hard to obtain, especially of the larger
international airports.

The majority of the plans were sought and found from literature, books
which documented the design and construction of the respective
precedents. Some terminals, particularly the local examples, required
approaching

the

New

Zealand

architects

responsible

for

their

redevelopments in order to obtain the floor plans. Luckily they were more
than willing to help. A number of the plans were fairly detailed, whilst others
were not, however, all of the plans had sufficient detail, enough resolution,
to effectively portray the spatial qualities of their respective terminals.

The plans were scaled and scanned. Once the plans were in the computer,
they were simply traced using basic (vector) lines in CAD, manually. The grey
areas are ‘back of house’, excluded from the analysis.

Left: CAD drawings of the local precedents (not to scale). From top to bottom:
Auckland International Airport, Wellington Airport and Christchurch Airport.
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This page: CAD drawings of the international
precedents (not to scale).

From left to right, top row: Sondico (Bilbao) Airport,
TWA Terminal New York, middle row: Incheon
International T1, Paris Charles de Gaulle T1, Chicago
O’Hare International T1, bottom row: Hong Kong
International T1, Madrid Barajas International T1.
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4.4

Research Findings: The 7 Design Rules

The following design rules are design conclusions based on the precedent
studies. The rules have been formulated via the digital exploration and study
of the selected precedents and their subsequent comparison with one
another. These rules form the framework for the design element of this
project.

The rationale and discussion which shaped these conclusions follows each of
the design conclusions. The conclusions, or design rules, will be used as the
framework for the architectural design aspect of this project for a terminal
in New Zealand. The format in which the rules are presented states the rule
(or design conclusion) first, followed by the spatial network analysis
diagrams and supporting discussion.

Please refer to Appendix A – Depthmap Visibility Maps, for the full set of
graphic outputs produced during the spatial network analyses of the
precedent terminals.

Key:
Denotes main point(s) of entry into terminal.
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1

Create a clear sense of direction by way of the architecture

departures lounge enable passengers to clearly see where they need to go
once checked-in: towards the departures gate. Without having to read a sign

The ability for a passenger to navigate their way through an airport terminal

passengers can navigate their way through this terminal.

instinctively is an architectural quality that has been documented to be
67

highly effective in Santiago Calatrava’s Sondico terminal, and this project’s

The Depthmap software shows that the

digital exploration by way of the spatial network analysis confirms this:

departures gate is highly visible and well
connected to the public concourse (seen as
red and orange on the visibility map). The
dark

blue

areas,

hidden

and

spatially

segregated, are the back-of-house service
areas – so it is ideal that these spaces are
disjointed from the public spaces.

In contrast, Christchurch’s terminal (below) has no clear direction; its
architecture fails to express any clear orientation for passengers to
instinctively follow. To hinder the terminal further, departing passengers are
The large public concourse of the Sondico terminal greets passengers with a
large, wide angle that opens up towards arriving passengers and then angles
in towards the direction in which they need to proceed. The use of
suggestive architecture bodes well for the terminal as the Depthmap analysis
shows the large public concourse is very well connected to the other spaces
and is highly visible. The four check-in counters angled towards the

greeted with spaces that are
not well connected with the
rest of the terminal, shown in
blue in front of the main points
of entry (white arrows). The
Christchurch terminal is further
hindered by the dominance of
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Brian Edwards, The Modern Airport Terminal - New Approaches to Airport

blue gradients, meaning that

Architecture, Second ed. (New York: Spoon Press, 2005). p.227
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spatially, the terminal is segregated and that the spaces have poor visibility

theses spaces are the service areas, the staff only areas. The TWA terminal is

into and from adjoining spaces. In the Sondico terminal, travellers enter the

very similar to the Sondico terminal in its arrangement of space and the way

terminal in a space that has been rendered in yellow, whereas in

in which the architecture angles and subsequently directs travellers towards

Christchurch, both of the main points of entry enter into spaces that are

their next destination. The ability to allow travellers to navigate their way

rendered in gradients of blue, meaning that travellers must rely on signage

through a building unconsciously is an attribute that is very useful in the

to navigate their way around the terminal.

context of airport terminal architecture. Angling architectural elements such
as walls, structure and check-in counters towards the departures lounge or
gates has proven to be very successful in both the TWA and Sondico
terminals.

Another precedent terminal that generates a clear sense of direction by way
of its architecture is Eero Saarinen’s TWA terminal in New York (above).
Intriguingly, the oldest terminal in this investigation is one of the most
successful in regards to creating public concourses that are spatially coupled
with the rest of the terminal. The TWA terminal has a large concentration of
red and orange space at the point where passengers enter the building.
From this point the entire public concourse of the terminal is rendered in
yellow. Although a large portion of the terminal is rendered in hues of blue,
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2

Key spaces: positioned in centremost area of terminal

Chicago O’Hare’s Terminal 1 (below) is an example of a terminal which fails
to address the public concourse and give it due scale. However the biggest

The digital analysis has shown that terminals with their key spaces, the

hindrance to the Chicago terminal is the massing of the terminal; for the key

public concourses, at the centre or close to the centre of the building enable

space to be at the centre of the terminal, it would have to occupy a long,

the space to connect better with the rest of the terminal. Not completely

narrow corridor (bridging the two distinct masses (wings) of the terminal).

surprisingly, the terminals which were fairly symmetrical tended to have a
high value of spatial quality within their public concourses (the key spaces).

The terminal lacks a defined centre,
(the terminal’s two distinct buildings
are a result of specific requirements
related to plane capacity, but it is
still a critical flaw) instead the
building attempts to act as two
separate entities, but the study
shows that it fails in this regard. This
is due to the building being only
accessible via one of the two distinct
wings, meaning the narrow corridor

Using the example of the TWA terminal (above), the main point of entry is at

must be navigated (found) by all

the centre of the terminal, at which point the building opens up into a large

travellers needing to use the other wing.

public concourse. This concourse is the key space of this terminal and is
treated as such – the emphasis of the surrounding walls and structural

Placing importance on the key spaces via their arrangement near the centre

elements doing their upmost to keep this open, public space free of clutter.

of the terminal is a critical design decision that has numerous follow-on

The key spaces throughout the precedents tend to be relatively large,

effects. The (successful) spatial connectivity of a terminal relies on the larger,

especially in comparison to the back-of-house rooms and services.

key, spaces being central and easily accessible to the secondary spaces.
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3

Arrangement of facilities: kept out of sight

impede the main concourse. Whilst the entrance to the terminal works well,
rendered in red, orange and some yellow by the software, the rest of the

The arrangement of facilities refers to back-of-house operational needs, such

terminal is severely affected by the poorly arranged facilities, shaded in blue

as management offices, staffrooms, catering services and many other

and violet.

services not accessible to the public or travellers.
Terminal 5 at Madrid Barajas International (left) is an
example of a terminal that is severely hindered by its
poor arrangement of facilities. In stark contrast to
Auckland’s terminal where the entry is unimpeded, the
entry to Madrid’s terminal is clogged by check-in
counters. The digital analysis renders this space in
shades of blue and violet, meaning that the space is
hard to navigate and visibility is also poor. There is also
the lack of a prominent public concourse; this space also
has little adjoining spaces, meaning one must go
through this area to get to the departures lounge.
Despite the numerous spatial problems (see
rule 7) with Auckland International’s terminal

Right: departing passengers

(above & right) an area that does work well

at Madrid’s terminal are

spatially is the arrangement of facilities, at the

greeted with an awkward

first point of entry into the terminal. When a
traveller first enters the terminal at Auckland,

concourse

Restrooms, retail and other services do not

cluttered

open space. There is no
option

the facilities do not hinder the public concourse.

and

but

to

navigate

through this space if one is to
go to the departures area.
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4

Prevent physical & visual obstructions

Whilst the check-in counters at Madrid’s airport (previous page) hinders the
spatial integrity of the public concourse, even larger obstructions can prove
to be significant physical and visual barriers that have larger implications.
Wellington Airport’s terminal (below) has a spatially successful (post checkin) departures lounge, however, the public concourse as one enters the
building makes little to attempt express the location of the departures gate.
Instead, the check-in counters back onto larger back-of-house areas –
creating a large physical and visual obstruction between the two spaces.

68

Despite being rated the world’s best terminal in 2009

South Korea’s

Incheon terminal (above) suffers from some visual and physical obstructions
created by the placement of back-of-house areas. Much like Wellington’s
terminal, there are two distinct areas separated by large masses. These
masses prevent the flow of people
and hinder visual connections. Whilst
the Incheon terminal is not hindered
as much as the Wellington terminal,
there is a bold divide between the
two areas, leaving travellers to rely
Wellington’s terminal is split into two distinct areas; the check-in area and

on signage for navigation.

the departures lounge. The link between the two is not small, however, it is
not big enough to counter the size of the barriers.
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Miller, "World's Top 10 Airports."
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5

Generate large public concourses

them from compromising the terminals’ spatial and aesthetic qualities.
Conversely, smaller concourses have proven to be detrimental to the

This design rule shares similarities with Rule 2: Key spaces: positioned in

precedents. Not only are the actual concourses rendered in hues of blue, but

centremost area of terminal, however, this rule is concerned with the scale

spaces adjoining the smaller concourses also appear to suffer spatially.

of the space, as opposed to its location within a terminal.

Below are examples of small concourses on comparatively large terminals:

Zoomed-In: spatially integrated concourses; Left: Sondico Airport (Bilbao), Right: TWA

Zoomed-In: small concourses and their negative effects on surrounding spaces; Left:

Terminal (New York).

Chicago O’hare Terminal 1, Right: Hong Kong Terminal 1.

Large, open public concourses in airport terminals have proven to be highly

The sections pictured above are of public concourses. Comparative to their

effective in the precedent studies. The large public spaces tend to have a

respective terminals, both are far too small and the negative effect on their

high level of spatial connectivity and visibility, the gradients of orange and

surrounding spaces is evident by way of the green, blue and violet gradients.

yellow dissolve gradually out into the rest of the terminal. Another

These spaces need to be larger and arranged in a way that travellers can

prominent feature of these large public concourses is that they tend to be

navigate their way through them with relative ease. Due to their lacking size

unobstructed and uncluttered, however, both the Sondico and the TWA

and staggered arrangement, not only is the spatial configuration of these

terminals have bold, yet complementary structural elements within their

concourses compromised, the surrounding spaces have little to no visibility

large spaces, however, these elements have been streamlined to prevent

value and are thus spatially segregated from the rest of the terminal.
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6

crossing paths (which lead to one of seven

Encourage connectivity & flow between Spaces

satellite buildings). Similar in nature to rule
Designing for the movement or ‘flow’ of people; the aim of avoiding abrupt

1: create a clear sense of direction by way of

edges, or the placement of walls and structure where people are intended to

the architecture; the concept of flow and

be in transit. By accomplishing this, an element of flow is produced, spaces

connectivity

where people can move with ease, without hurdles.

architecture ‘guiding’ passengers through

is

concerned

with

the

the building, but it is centred on the curving
Without the use of the Depthmap software, the precedent studies revealed

elements in architecture that enable this to

that architects often aim to achieve flow (in the design of airport terminals)

happen. Incheon’s terminal (left) uses a

by expressing natural light, or the sky, as a means of direction or orientation

long sweeping arc which creates a flow in

– architecture has an important role in creating a gateway to the sky.

69

two directions. The sweeping arc of the
Incheon terminal (once past the visual and
physical obstructions) works well, rendered
predominately in yellow with touches of
orange portray this space as a spatially well connected area. Another aspect
of the Incheon terminal that works to its favour is the width of the
departures area – far from being deprived of
space the departures area is very spacious, with
subtle partitions to break the spaces up,

At Paris Charles de Gaulle’s terminal 1 (above), travellers are greeted by a

providing smaller public spaces within one large

divide that separates the concourse from the point of entry. Instead of an

concourse (the arcing departures lounge).

unimpeded flow, travellers must contend with a confusing network of
Right: New York’s TWA terminal uses curving
69

Edwards, The Modern Airport Terminal - New Approaches to Airport Architecture.

p.71

elements to portray excitement and flight, but is just
as successful in creating a spatially flowing plan.
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7

Avoid narrow passages & long distances

a completely segregated element, the corridor only has one (comparatively)
narrow point of entry for travellers. The passage has a very low value of

In the context of airport terminal architecture, long passages tend to be the

visibility, spatially it fails to connect successfully with the rest of the terminal.

result of additions or extensions made to existing terminals. Rarely are such

This issue is not unique to Auckland’s terminal. Of the ten selected

passages part of an original scheme. Should these passages be narrow in

precedents, five terminals had issues with long passages being rendered

width, it is additionally detrimental to the spatial quality of the terminal:

spatially unsuccessful, or segregated, by the spatial syntax analysis:

In the case of Auckland Airport (above), the Depthmap exploration portrays
the long and winding passage as a spatial failure; rendering it in dark blue
and violet:
Above: corridors rendered in blue for spatially segregated and visually detached. From
left to right: Paris Charles de Gaulle T1, Incheon International, Chicago O’Hare T1.

If a new terminal had a passage of this nature it would be detrimental to the
entire scheme, although it must be noted that these corridors are spawned
from necessity (having to cater for newer, larger aircraft) and not by option.

These seven rules, the project’s design conclusions, will now be employed in
This particular corridor at Auckland’s terminal runs approximately 300

the architectural design process for a site in New Zealand, acting as the

metres in length, not including the public concourse or the main departures

framework for informed design but also as a structure for the digital

lounge. The spatial network analysis portrays this portion of the terminal as

exploration of architectural form.
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5

Brief Overview of Design Process
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5.1

Project Site Selection

Please refer to Appendix B – Project Site Investigations, for an overview of
the process and overview of the unselected sites.

The proposal for this research and design project specified a site within New

Appendix C – Auckland International Design Intervention & Scale Studies, is a

Zealand, primarily due to the ease of access and availability of site

site selection related scale study into Auckland Airport as a possible site for

information a local (domestic) site enables. Another element of the original

the design phase of this project. The studies look into scale and variations of

proposal was the desire for a real site; a site that required development or

architectural intervention the design phase of this project could pursue.

where development was planned in the future – allowing the project to
design within real world conditions and the associated constraints. However,
numerous factors hindered the site selection process;

•

Selected Site – Wellington Airport

A significant reduction (and in some cases elimination) of

Wellington Airport was selected as the site for the design phase of this

international flights from regional airports in New Zealand meant

project due to a number of factors. The strongest reason for selecting the

that only the major airports of New Zealand continued international

Wellington site was its appropriate size in relation to the project intent and

operations. This project is centred on the research of international

scope. A summary of the rationale for selecting the Wellington site:

precedents and the design of an international terminal
•

The tourist-centred regional airports of New Zealand which would

•

size of Auckland International’s main terminal

have been ideal for the intent of this project are exclusively
domestic terminals, with only connections from major international
airports in New Zealand.

Appropriate scale; the terminal itself is approximately a third of the

•

The airport and terminal building itself is small (relative to the size
of Wellington as a city) due to the short run of the runway. The
runway is restricted by the sea on both ends – the resulting short

A series of site investigations and feasibility studies were conducted on

runway means that the Boeing 747 cannot land at Wellington,

various sites across New Zealand. The process included sites from Auckland,

leaving Wellington as primarily a domestic hub, with some

Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch and Queenstown. Ultimately Wellington

international flights

Airport was selected as the project site.
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•

The Wellington site has mountain ranges and the sea in close

Wellington Airport - Today

proximity, which could influence the architectural exploration of

•

form for the terminal

The terminal at Wellington Airport has undergone significant redevelopment

Wellington Airport recently made public their master plan,

recently. Currently, an addition is also being made to the International
I
wing

revealing the need for expansion
on and detailing the associated

of the airport (bottom
bottom left of diagram below). The choice of the Wellington

constraints.
•

70

site will allow for the eventual comparison between the spatial

Generally speaking,, the Wellington site with its constrained runway

configurations of the existing terminal against this project’s design proposal.

and small terminal is unique; the typology of the surrounding

The framework, the seven design rules, formulated by the
th conclusions of this

landscape and the design opportunities it brings makes its uniquely

project will be employed in the architectural design process for a new

New Zealand, the ideal site for this project.

terminal for the Wellington site. The proposal will be analysed using the
same spatial network analysis used on the precedent studies.

Above: ‘only in New Zealand’;; Wellington Airport’s control tower is amongst suburban
71

houses in Rongotai.

Above: the digital exploration of the existing Wellington terminal showed that whilst
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Wellington International Airport Limited, "2030: The Plan," (Wellington 2009).
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Photograph taken by Jem Web, September 2005.

the airside section of the terminal works well spatially, the public concourse at the
point of entry and the long corridors are not as successful.
successful
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5.2

Wellington Site Visit

The digital exploration of Wellington Airport analysed the current terminal in
its existing state. The intent of the design phase of this project being to
create a new terminal in place of the existing. A site visit was critical to
understanding the current terminal’s architectural qualities. Flying into
Wellington airport (from Auckland) enabled the project to gain first-hand
experience of the terminal, through the eyes of a passenger, arriving and
departing.

Initial Thoughts

Disembarking the plane and walking down the enclosed and artificially lit
aerobridge was an uneasy experience, however it was short lived as the core

Above: the first impression travellers have of Wellington, outside of the terminal.

arrivals corridor was naturally lit and sufficiently wide. Like most modern or
recently redeveloped terminals, the arrivals and departures were separated
and on different levels.

When leaving the airport, the first experience travellers have of New Zealand
outside of the terminal is of a dark and covered car park. Once outside the

Although recently redeveloped, the terminal justified the position this

building there remains a lack of an arrivals experience. Sadly, behind this car

project takes in regards to the utilitarian nature of New Zealand’s terminals.

park there exists a green golf course in the foreground and a mountain range

The terminal experience was efficient and without problem, however, a

in the behind it. Whilst the terminal experience was efficient, the terminal

sense of arrival was lacking, the architecture was practical as opposed to

lacked a sense of expression.

stimulating.
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Departures Experience

The departures experience was not dissimilar to the arrivals experience:
efficient but lacklustre. Once in the departures lounge, the mountain range
towards the west dominated the experience. The terminal’s western façade
was clad in glass, enabling passengers to view the planes, tarmac and the
mountain range beyond the runway. Whilst these elements were visible, the
architecture of the building made no attempt to make a feature of them.

Above: the departures lounge is clad in glass making the mountain range visible, this
remains the extent of the terminal’s effort to engage with the landscape.

The landscape beyond the terminal is a powerful element of the site that has
seemingly been neglected, failed to be captured or taken advantage of by
the architecture of the current terminal.
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5.3

Site Response – Topography

The landscape surrounding the Wellington site was too significant to
overlook in the architectural design process. The majority of the precedent
terminals are located in flat, dull landscapes; the Wellington site is unique
and with it comes the opportunity to explore form that aspires to
complement its surroundings.

To understand the site conditions, a 3D CAD model (right) was constructed
from a detailed contour map obtained from the Wellington City Council.
From this point, a large site plan combined with a 3D contour map was
physically modelled by printing onto cardboard, soaking the rear face of the
card in water and then pushing and pulling on the card in order to replicate
the surrounding mountains at an approximate scale (bottom).
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Right: lasercut site model of the existing terminal within its immediate context. The
beginning of the mountain range is at the top of the image, the terminal is in the
foreground.

Bottom: close-up view of the mountainous terrain closest to the terminal, scale:
1:1250.
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5.4

Development of the Architectural Design Brief

The architectural design brief for this project was primarily based on the
72

facilities and services the current terminal at Wellington Airport provides .
When comparing the architectural design proposal of this project against the
current terminal, it would be appropriate to provide approximately the same
quantity and types of facilities. Should this project’s architectural design
requirements significantly differ from the current terminal, a comparison
would be unfair and inconclusive.

Key points of architectural design brief:
•

Twelve gated connections to aircraft

•

Arrivals and departures on separate levels

•

Separate international and domestic wings

Additional considerations:
•

Design with the knowledge that future expansion may be required

•

Cater to the possibility of larger aircraft in the future

Right: scaled sketch explorations into the overall configuration of the terminal and its
requirement of twelve gated connections with aircraft. Final configuration indicated
at the very bottom.
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Limited, "2030: The Plan." p.8
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5.5

Digital Exploration of Form

The configuration of the terminal was driven by the specific requirement of
gated aircraft connections; however the digital exploration of architectural
form only had to abide by the terminal configuration and the seven design
rules produced by this project.

Bottom: a mix of digital technology and hand-rendering; early explorations into the
flow of people and an architecture which encourages it.

Right: the explorations into flowing architecture taken further and produced solely
using digital software (3D Studio Max).
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This page: understanding the architectural form as an object by manipulating the
design to conform to the developing floor plans and conceptual internal spaces.
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onfiguration and massing model, middle:
m
‘angular’ floor plan
Left: top: final terminal configuration
concept, bottom:
m: resolved model of floor plans.

Bottom right: a model exploring a double-curvature
curvature interior ‘skin’. The bludges in the
form reflect the amount of time travellers’ are intended to occupy the spaces below.
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Bottom: cladding design experimentation; dealing with the demands of curvature
within the confines of straight-lined elements.

Right: lasercut model of resolved architectural form and cladding design
design. The divide
between the exterior cladding and the interior
ior ‘skin’ is where the structural trusses
and building services are housed.
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5.6

Testing of the Developed Design against Spatial
Network Analysis Software

The reintroduction of the spatial syntax analysis software (Depthmap) in the
refinement of the developing master floor plans proved to be an immensely
useful exercise. The software employed in the earlier exploration of the built
precedents was used to analyse the developing design of this project’s
architectural design proposal.

The analysis showed that the design conclusions, the 7 design rules
rules, were
effective in creating a terminal master plan that was spatially successful. The
departures level of the proposed Wellington terminal (bottom right) depicts
a building with high values of spatial connectivity and visibility. In addition to
this, the regions rendered in gradients of red, orange and yellow are the
public concourses; the area identified by the research as critical to the
spatial success of an airport terminal.. The analysis of th
this project’s
developing design also enabled the modification of areas that required
further refinement, such as the escalator
or bay and some of the retail
allocations.

Top right: a reference to where the following terminal plan is located on the final
architectural form of the Wellington proposal

Bottom right: the digital analysis of the developing floor plan of the departures level.
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6

Critical Appraisal of Finished Work &
its Theoretical Framework
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6.1

Critique of Design with Industry Specialist

With the design element of the project at a relative state of resolution, a
73

Having presented the project to Mr. Stanton, it was reassuring that he was

meeting and formal design critique was arranged with Ken Stanton , an

satisfied with the process and impressed by the method used to analyse the

architect who has immense experience in airport terminal design and

precedent terminals. It became apparent that Stanton was technically

redevelopment. Stanton was a principal architect in the last three Auckland

minded, he was more interested in the operational workings of the design as

International Airport expansion and redevelopment projects, and he retains

opposed to its theoretical, aesthetic or formal qualities. This was ideal as

a major role in ongoing work at Auckland Airport. Although this project’s

these aspects of the project have been critiqued numerous times previously,

developing design has been critiqued numerous times within the Unitec

but the technical (airport specific) issues had been overlooked to a degree as

School of Architecture by architectural academics and practicing architects,

it was deemed they required specialist knowledge.

the opportunity to have the design critiqued and commented on by a
specialist in the field of airport terminal architecture is immensely valuable.

Overall Layout

Ideally, the critique would vindicate the research findings, but more
importantly the success of its application, in the developing design process

Stanton’s initial comments concerned the overall layout of the public spaces.

for a terminal in Wellington.

He believed the plans were successful in conveying direction and that both
the arrangement and sequence of spaces adhered to logical airport terminal
design conventions. The curving properties of key elements (walls and
passages) of the design did encourage movement, but an aspect of the plan
which Stanton recommended be reconsidered was the treatment of the
spaces which would be occupied for an extended period of time – as these
spaces should not encourage movement, but occupation. For example,
Stanton highlighted the departures lounge as an area which encourages
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Ken Stanton, B.Arch, ANZIA. Director at Stephenson & Turner Architects [and]

Engineers.

movement, but its intended operation is to provide a space which people
can inhabit and occupy.
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Stanton felt the landside plans for both departures and arrivals public spaces

Operational Considerations

were well resolved and did not require any significant modifications. There
were, however, some elements of the airside portions of the building that

The baggage handling area was an aspect of the design which was indicated

required modification, primarily the arrivals corridor and the allocation of

by Stanton as requiring further consideration. He believed, from a passenger

floor area to corridors or transition spaces. The issue with the arrivals

point of view, that the baggage carousels worked well, however, the airport

corridor being that it was far too large for its intended purpose and the scale

staff handling the baggage on the other side of the wall were neglected and

of the site. The issue with the corridors and transition spaces were similar in

did not have enough space to freely operate and manoeuvre their vehicles.

that they were far too large. He went on to explain that I may have allocated

He went on to say that, unlike the passenger arrivals corridor, this is one

such a large space to the arrivals corridor because I believed it was safer to

area of an airport terminal where you can provide more space if you are

make the space larger to be on the safe side than to make it too small. With

unsure of the exact requirements.

architecture that encourages movement and clarity of direction being an
important element of my project, Stanton believed that the wide corridors

Process

were not in line with this principle and were actually hindering the aim by
creating a space in which one could become disorientated.

Stanton commended the method in which this project undertook the task of
understanding aviation architecture. Stanton went on to say that the
technical (digital) inclination of the research project was appropriate to
airport terminal design due the numerous technical elements involved in the
design of an airport terminal. On the whole, the project critique with Ken
Stanton was gratifying. Primarily due to the fact the research methodology
was proven to be successful and the ensuing architectural design proposal
for the Wellington terminal was grounded on sound rationale, with the
project resulting in a proposal that is credible and intriguing in the opinion of
an architect who specializes in the field of airport terminal architecture.
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6.2

Project Outcomes

The 7 Design Rules

A Framework for Digital Exploration

The design conclusions of this research project were presented in the form

The intention of creating a framework for the digital exploration of

of seven design rules for the successful architectural planning and spatial

architectural form was in reaction to the seemingly unrealized revolution of

quality of airport terminal architecture. Perhaps the most important feature

digital architecture. The intention was to create a framework in which digital

of these seven design conclusions is the fact that the conclusions are not

mediums could be used to explore form; the framework acting as the

based upon architectural assumptions made by the researcher, but on the

element keeping the exploration in the realm of architecture and not

physical attributes of built architectural precedents. However, it must also

allowing the process to turn into one of sculpture. The double-curved

be noted that the seven rules are the result of the researcher’s

architectural forms generated by this project in the digital exploration of

interpretation of the diagrammatic outputs the analysis generated. It is here

form were restrained, kept in check by the framework the seven design rules

that there is a blurring between a qualitative result and a quantitative result.

provided. The explorations never pushed the boundaries of what could be
built because the framework the seven design rules provided kept the

The digital method of analysis investigated real-world architectural design

explorations within [architectural] reason.

decisions made by the architects of the selected precedent terminals; the
study found similarities and solutions to common architectural problems
raised and remedied in the context of airport terminal architecture.
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Architectural Proposal

The architectural proposal for a digitally conceived terminal, for the site in
Wellington meets the project intent of understanding the processes within
airport terminal design and the application of the knowledge in an
architectural design process. The proposed airport terminal has been
informed by the precedent study, and further refined by the same digital
means employed to comprehend the precedent terminals. The exploration
of built precedents in the project context had the sole purpose of creating an
informed context for architectural design. To phrase it simply; a method by
which to gain an understanding of the architecture and followed by its
application into the architectural design process.
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6.3

Evaluation

A Demonstration of What is Possible

Limitations

The architectural design proposal for a new terminal at Wellington Airport

Whilst this project took due care in producing precise and relevant findings,

(in the place of the existing terminal) is not an exercise of creating digital

the accuracy of these findings rests on the accuracy of the available

architecture for the sake of a failed digital revolution in architecture, but an

resources. As discussed previously, the access to detailed airport terminal

architectural exercise in employing a different methodology with the aim of

plans made for a difficult task. Due of this, some of the plans used in the

creating a better architectural result.

precedent studies were not concise and at times vague, to the point that it
could have been detrimental to the project findings. However, due to the

In the context of this project, the judge of a better result, or otherwise, is

varied cross-section of terminals used and the high quality of the majority,

measured using the spatial syntax analysis programme as used in the study

the project has a sound basis on which architectural assumptions can be

of the precedents. The analysis of this project’s developed floor plans against

made and defended using the digital research and analysis of the precedent

the spatial network analysis software (Section 5.6) depicted the proposed

terminals. This project could be an ongoing project; as more plans are found

terminal design as spatially more successful than the existing terminal as it

and analysed, the stronger the case for the findings become. The next phase

stands today (Section 5.1 – Wellington Airport Today).

of this research direction could begin to analyse the arrivals experience.
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6.4

Wider Implications of the Project & Research
Findings

Collection of Digital Analyses

Wider Scope of Information

A spatial network analyses undertaken on a varied cross-section of airport

This project’s notion of using digital means to explore space and built form in

terminals is a study that has yet to be published. There are very few

order to guide the architectural design process for an airport terminal can be

examples of digital studies into built architecture published; the study of a

adapted to suit the exploration of any other type of architecture. In the

variety of airport terminals using digital means in order to compare and

context of an airport terminal, the study of spatial qualities was relevant and

contrast design similarities is unique, no literature or media documenting

appropriate. However, depending on the nature of information sought, and

such an exploration could be located.

the type of architecture – there are many possibilities to employ digital
technology in the exploration and understanding of architectural

Please refer to Appendix A – Depthmap Visibility Maps.

precedents;

The digital ‘visibility maps’ produced by this research project could be used

Further Research

in a variety of applications related to the aviation industry and of course
architects involved in the development of airport terminals. The precedent

This project explored spatial configuration and connectivity via digital

study analysed the three major airport terminals in New Zealand, further

means. This is just one example of an exploratory device that can be used in

analysis of the digital outputs could prove to be very useful to parties

architecture – Numerous technologies exist which measure and analyse

invested in the operation of the airports of our major cities.

architectural qualities including light, volume, mass and density.
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7

Conclusion
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Conclusion

The notion of digital exploration, through the investigation of building

This document has focused predominantly on the theoretical and

precedents and the exploration of conceptual architectural form, tends to sit

methodological process of this research and design project; as the finalized

well within the context of airport terminal architecture. This project

architectural proposal for an airport terminal in Wellington will be presented

investigated the position of digital architecture, and its application as an

in a separate medium. This document serves as the explanation of theory.

exploratory tool in the architectural design process for an airport terminal in

The architectural proposal for the terminal in Wellington will take the guise

New Zealand. The project posed the question ‘how can the precedents of

of rendered drawings and physical models will serve as the execution of the

airport terminal architecture be digitally explored and how can the findings

theoretical basis.

inform the architectural design process for an airport terminal in New
Zealand?’

This project has shown that digital architecture does not necessarily have to
be confined to the virtual world, it has the ability to manifest itself in the

The precedents of airport terminal architecture can be explored using digital

built world. The chance comes in the form of an informed framework – a set

means, by way of the selection of an architectural aspect that can be

of rules to abide by, allowing for the generation of architectural form that is

quantifiably measured – in the case of this research project; spatial

practical and buildable.

configuration and connectivity (space syntax).

The findings from the precedent studies can then form a series of design
conclusions; or design rules. These restrictions offer architects the ability to
explore digital form, yet remain conscience of their obligation to follow the
developed rules and framework manifested by the digital study of
precedents.
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Appendix A – Depthmap Visibility Maps
This page: the ten final visibility maps as generated by the Depthmap software.
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Appendix B – Project Site Investigations

•

A master plan had been developed by the board of Auckland
International which included a specific site for future expansion

•
Summary of Site Investigations & Feasibility Studies

domestic facilities are segregated and essentially refurbished sheds
•

Whenuapai Airport Commercialization Project

from the main terminal) – allowing for an opportunity to combine a

consideration for many years. The case for a second commercialized airport

opponents.

The site assigned for future expansion was ideal for a new domestic
terminal which backs on to the new A380 pier (which is isolated

An alternative, second international airport for Auckland City has been under

has many supporters including politicians; however, it also has just as many

An all new domestic terminal was a high priority, as the current

domestic terminal with a smaller international service
•

Construction work had commenced on a second runway which
would service domestic and cargo flights in order to free up the
main runway for international traffic, ultimately allowing for an

•

Auckland International Airport currently holds a monopoly over the

expansion of international operations

city, and the Mangere based airport is predicted to reach capacity
by 2030
•

•

However, once scaled models were made of the existing site, along with

Whenuapai currently posseses one of the longest runways in the

explorations in the size and type of architectural intervention this project

country and has much of the required infrastructure existing onsite

would pursue, it become apparent that the overwhelming size of the

Opponents claim noise and pollution will be immensely detrimental

Auckland terminal was beyond the scope of this project;

to the region
Please refer to Appendix C – Auckland International Airport Intervention &
Auckland International Expansion / Domestic Project

Scale Studies, for a series of models which explored Auckland as a potential

Auckland International Airport is expected to reach capacity within the next

site for this project.

10-15 years, possibly sooner. As a result, the AIA board has documented
plans and provisions for expansion – made available to the general public as
the new master plan for AIA. Auckland International Airport was the most
appealing (and viable) site for this project due to the following reasons:
76

Christchurch International Airport
•

An Ideal scale, possessing interesting site qualities and the terminal
itself is need of development. However, the architectural plans have
long been completed and construction work has recently
commenced on the site

Hamilton International Airport
•

Air New Zealand has recently axed all but a few of its international
flights in and out of Hamilton airport

•

Hamilton Airport has lost numerous International flights and
connections in recent years. It is forecast that all of Hamilton’s
International services will shift to Auckland, leaving Hamilton as a
solely domestic airport

Queenstown International
•

Significantly smaller in scale, but possesing exciting characteristics
(close to town centre and the tourist destination of New Zealand).
However, the airport is predominantly serviced by domestic routes
from the other International Airports of New Zealand. Queenstown
Airport has also undergone significant redevelopment in recent
years.
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Appendix C – Auckland International
Design Intervention & Scale Studies

This page: scale/intervention studies of Auckland International
Airport. Blue depicts design intervention study, white is the existing
building.
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Appendix D – Double-Curvature Sectional
Bay (Model)

This page: work in progress, a lasercut model of
the double-curvature interior ‘skin’, made of two
hundred individual sections.
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